CASE REPORTS
Novel iatrogenic amyloidosis caused by peptide drug
liraglutide: a clinical mimic of AL amyloidosis
Amyloidoses are a group of heterogeneous diseases
caused by the extracellular deposition of insoluble proteins or peptides in a beta-pleated sheet pattern.1-4 There
are approximately 30 different proteins that are known
to produce the disease in humans.5 In addition, iatrogenic
amyloidosis is a recognized complication of subcutaneous injection of peptide or protein drugs such as insulin
and viral protein mimetics.6,7 Iatrogenic amyloidosis is
rare and, in the presence of a monoclonal gammopathy,
can be presumed to be the more common disorder, systemic immunoglobulin-derived light chain (AL) amyloidosis. Accurate diagnosis is imperative because treatment
of AL amyloidosis may require chemotherapy and/or
stem cell transplantation while iatrogenic disease does
not require treatment. Here we present a case of iatrogenic amyloidosis induced by subcutaneous injections of
liraglutide for the management of diabetes.
An 81-year-old man with a history of melanoma, coronary artery disease, atrial fibrillation, hypertension, diabetes and peripheral neuropathy was found to have amyloid deposits in the subcutaneous tissue at the time of
melanoma resection. He was clinically well and only

noted longstanding, mild peripheral neuropathy. Cardiac
disease and diabetes were effectively medically managed
which included oral metformin and subcutaneous injections of peptide drug, liraglutide. The patient was
referred for evaluation of systemic amyloidosis.
Serum studies identified an IgM lambda monoclonal
gammopathy via immunofixation without an M-spike or
elevated free lambda chains. Histological sections of the
abdominal skin biopsy showed a pale pink amorphous
material in the deep dermis and subcutis which was confirmed to be positive for extensive amyloid deposition by
Congo red stain. Immunohistochemical studies for AL
amyloidosis and for insulin-associated amyloidosis were
negative. Given the presence of a monoclonal gammopathy without elevated light chains and a clinical concern
for systemic AL amyloidosis based primarily on neuropathy, the specimen was submitted for mass spectrometrybased proteomic analysis.
Liquid chromatography-mass spectrometric (LC-MS)
analysis of the microdissected amyloid deposits was performed on an UltiMate™ 3000 RSLCnano and Q
Exactive Plus mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher
Scientific) as previously described.8-10 Data was searched
using Byonic within Proteome Discoverer (Thermo Fisher
Scientific) against the UniProt human reference database
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Figure 1. A liraglutide-specific peptide was detected via LC-MS analysis in the amyloid deposit biopsied from a patient with a history of liraglutide use and
the amyloid deposit was positive for glucagon by immunohischemistry. (A) An alignment of the sequences of native GLP1 peptide and drug liraglutide shows
a single amino acid change at position 28 (highlighted in red) in liraglutide which would generate a unique tryptic peptide (underlined). The # indicates the addition of γ-glutamic acid- palmitoyl to the side chain of the lysine in liraglutide. (B) Base peak chromatogram (top), extracted ion chromatogram of the +2 form of
the unique liraglutide peptide (red) and the extracted ion chromatogram of the +3 form of the common liraglutide/GLP1 peptide (green). (C) An annotated HCD
MS/MS spectrum of the +2 form of the unique liraglutide peptide showing complete fragment ion coverage and confident identification. (D) The unique liraglutide peptide and the peptide shared with GLP1 are detected in only the sample from the patient with a history of liraglutide (P1) use but not in patients with
other types of amyloidosis (P2-P9; see Table 1 for details. (E) Immunohistochemistry using a polyclonal antibody against glucagon shows strong reactivity against
subcutaneous amyloid deposits confirming mass spectrometry findings (Original magnification x40, image generated by Olympus BX53 microscope and DP27
camera using manufacturer’s software, CellSense).
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Table 1. The detection by LC-MS of amyloidosis protein markers and subtype markers in a liraglutide-induced amyloidosis patient sample
and eight previously characterized amyloidosis samples.

Green indicates the protein was detected in the amyloid deposits.

with the addition of immunoglobulin variant domains,
liraglutide, glucagon-like 1 peptide (GLP1), and common
contaminant sequences. Only high confidence peptide
spectral matches (PSMs) with FDR of 1% or less and a
Byonic score of 300 or higher are reported. Proteins with
at least one unique peptide and five high-confidence
PSMs are considered for clinical interpretation.
The results from eight patients with previously characterized and validated amyloidosis cases with no history
of liraglutide use were compared to determine if liraglutide or GLP1 were detected in those amyloid deposits.
Immunohistochemistry for glucagon was performed on
formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue using a polyclonal rabbit antibody (Ventana Medical Systems, Inc.)
and standard techniques.
LC-MS analysis confirmed the diagnosis of amyloidosis
with the detection of protein biomarkers of amyloid,
apolipoprotein E and serum amyloid protein P with at
least two unique peptides and five or more high confidence peptide spectral matches (PSMs) in the reported
patient (P1 in Table 1) and eight previously characterized
amyloidosis patient samples (P2 – P9 in Table 1). Known
amyloid subtype protein markers were not detected in
the patient samples (P1), but liraglutide was detected in
all three replicate samples. Specifically, we detected a
peptide that is shared by glucagon, GLP1 and liraglutide
and a peptide that is unique to the sequence of liraglutide
(Figure 1A-C). The peptide unique to GLP1 (not in liraglutide) was not detected in the patient sample indicating
that the peptides were of exogenous origin (Figure 1D).
None of the liraglutide or GLP1 peptides were detected in
the eight previously characterized amyloidosis samples
(Figure 1D). To confirm these findings, we developed an
immunohistochemistry assay using a polyclonal antibody
which can recognize epitopes shared by native glucagon
and liraglutide. The amyloid deposits from the reported
patient were strongly reactive with the anti-glucagon
antibody and the other amyloid samples were negative
(Figure 1E). These results indicated that the amyloid identified in the reported patient was the result of subcutaneously injected liraglutide and confidently ruled out

other known causes of systemic amyloidosis, including
AL amyloidosis.
This is the first reported case of liraglutide-induced
amyloidosis and represents a new iatrogenic amyloid
type. Glucagon encoded by the GCG gene is a preproprotein that is cleaved into four distinct mature peptides.
One of these, GLP1 (also called glucagon) hormone,
counteracts the glucose-lowering action of insulin by
stimulating glycogenolysis and gluconeogenesis.
Liraglutide is a GLP1 mimetic peptide drug, with approximately 94% amino acid homology to GLP1 (Figure 1A),
which is administered subcutaneously for the management of diabetes. Like other peptide drugs such as
insulin, repeated injections at the same site may lead to
extensive localized amyloid deposition. This observation
has two important implications. First, as has been
described for insulin, once the amyloid plaque has developed, continued injection at the same site may lead to
poor absorption and drug resistance.11,12 More importantly, liraglutide-associated amyloidosis may be misdiagnosed and mismanaged as systemic AL amyloidosis.
The clinical syndromes of advanced diabetes and AL
amyloidosis overlap, both causing renal disease and
peripheral neuropathy. Monoclonal gammopathy is predicted to be present in approximately 5% of diabetics
over the age of 70.13 Therefore, in any patient at risk of
having more than one amyloidogenic precursor protein,
clinical and laboratory features are not sufficient to establish the nature of amyloid deposition. Abdominal subcutaneous fat aspirate biopsies are frequently used to establish the presence of systemic amyloidosis. Yet, in diabetic
patients receiving abdominal subcutaneous injections of
insulin or liraglutide, finding amyloid in the subcutaneous fat may lead to a misdiagnosis of systemic AL amyloidosis. In light of this and previous reports of other
pharmaceutical-derived amyloidosis cases, a cautious
approach is recommended when a diagnosis of systemic
AL amyloidosis is based solely on a fat pad biopsy in a
patient with a monoclonal gammopathy and diabetes.
Amyloid typing by mass spectrometry-based proteomic
approaches is recommended to rule out iatrogenic phar-
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maceutical amyloidosis and/or confirm AL as the cause of
amyloidosis.
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